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'Will keep you reading long into the night. I absolutely loved it.' Lesley Kara, author of The Rumour 'Absolutely outstanding.' Lauren North, author of The Perfect Betrayal
________________________________ Jenny has just given birth to the baby she's always wanted. She's never been this happy. Her husband, Leo, knows this baby girl can't be his. He's
never felt so betrayed. The same night, a vulnerable young woman, Hannah, wakes to find her newborn lifeless beside her. She's crazed with grief. When chance throws Hannah into Leo's
path, they make a plan that will have shattering consequences for all of them. Years later, a sixteen-year-old girl reads an article in a newspaper, and embarks on a journey to uncover the truth
about herself. But what she learns will put everything she has ever known - and her own life - in grave danger. Because some people will go to desperate lengths to protect the secrets their
lives are built on . . . ________________________________ 'As always, Emma Curtis's clever skilful writing keeps the reader racing through the pages.' Jane Corry, author of My Husband's
Wife 'A blood-chilling scenario that set my heart racing . . . Emma Curtis is the queen of the unputdownable thriller.' Nuala Ellwood, author of Day of the Accident ***** READERS CAN'T STOP
TALKING ABOUT KEEP HER QUIET 'Lots of twists and turns, suspense and heart-stopping moments' 'The type of book that you GENUINELY can't put down' 'Emma Curtis just gets better all
the time' 'This book will suck you right in and you won't want to stop reading' 'With each page I turned the intensity of this psychological thriller increased' *Don't miss Emma Curtis's gripping
latest thriller, Invite Me In, coming in July 2021*
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The gripping and controversial novel that is guaranteed to get readers talking in 2020! You think you have the perfect family. But everything can be broken. Liz and Jess have been friends for
ten years, ever since they both started a family. But how well do they really know each other? When Jess arrives at hospital with a story that doesn't add up, Liz is the doctor on call. Jess has
devoted her life to family and home. But she is holding so many secrets. As the truth begins to emerge, Liz is forced to question everything she thought she knew: about Jess, and about
herself. When something feels so personal, how do you stay professional? 'Each character is brilliantly drawn, and the book delivers surprise after surprise' Claire Fuller, author of Bitter
Orange 'Absolutely brilliant; an emotionally devastating story, brave and honest' Emma Curtis, author of One Little Mistake 'Vaughan explores the darker impulses of motherhood - the fear,
fury and despair; the frantic juggling, loss of control and exhaustion - and of course the overwhelming love. Refreshingly assured and punchy writing that is sure to hit a nerve' Lucy Atkins 'A
brilliant storyteller, Vaughan serves up every mother's nightmare with consummate skill and a big heart. Clever. Totally compelling. Impossible to put down' Eve Chase, author of Black Rabbit
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Hall 'I loved it and didn't want to put it down. So, so good on motherhood and friendship' Laura Marshall, author of Friend Request 'A true psychological thriller shows us, as all the best ones
do, that the scariest place is not the dark alleyway but inside the pathways of our own minds' Araminta Hall, author of Our Kind of Cruelty 'An immaculately researched and compelling story
about the devastating fall out from one mistake'Jane Shemilt, author of The Playground
Compact English Thesaurus offers a comprehensive list of words with alphabetically arranged synonyms. It is an ideal reference book to find the right word in the shortest time and is useful for
effective communication.

Golf supersensation Daly reveals the secret to his awesome power in a step-by-step tutorial that teaches players how to hit the ball farther and straighter than they ever
imagined. 70 photos.
One Little MistakeThe gripping eBook bestsellerRandom House
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Wheeling my suitcase down the familiar, hedge-lined street, I smile at the sound of children playing in the park nearby. Suddenly, there’s a screech of car brakes. I rush over to
see a bent bike wheel sticking out of the ditch, and underneath, a little boy… As I turn the rusty key in the lock of the house I grew up in, memories flood back. None of them
happy. I never told anyone why I left home twenty years ago, and all I want is to sort out Dad’s funeral as quickly as possible. Now I’m trapped here, the only witness to a
terrible incident that has left an eight-year-old boy fighting for his life. But after a lifetime trying to forget my past, I don’t know if I can trust my memory, or be totally sure of what I
saw today. Sorting through Dad’s things one night – shopping lists in his curly handwriting, piles of old newspapers, dusty sports trophies – I think I hear the back door handle
rattle. I tiptoe downstairs, past an open window I’m sure I locked. And a figure darts across the overgrown garden. Someone is watching me. Someone who knows I’m the only
one who saw what happened to little Ethan… or could they know the real reason why I left? Either way, I’m certain that coming back was my biggest mistake. I can’t leave, but
the longer I stay, the more danger I’m in… An utterly addictive psychological thriller that will have you glued to the pages until the early hours. Fans of The Girl on the Train and I
Am Watching You won’t be able to put down the next mind-blowing read from bestselling author Kerry Wilkinson. Read what everyone’s saying about The Child Across the
Street: ‘I absolutely loved it!... excellent… Full of breath-holding and tense moments… and omg that ending! Love love loved it, a big fat 5 stars. Highly recommend this book.’
Bonnies Book Talk, 5 stars ‘Gripping and suspenseful… incredibly difficult to put this one down… I'd highly recommend this book… Definitely worth more than 5 stars in my
opinion.’ NetGalley Reviewer, 5 stars ‘Love Kerry Wilkinson books but this one was outstanding by far. Twists and turns and very addictive… a real page-turner. Definitely
recommend.’ NetGalley Reviewer, 5 stars ‘This is a very well written book… sucked me straight in… filled with lies, friendship, mystery, secrets, deceit, twists and turns and I
wasn't expecting the ending… will leave you guessing right up until the very end.’ BookWorm ‘Twisty and addictive… throws you in at the deep end right from the start and has
you captivated by the end of the first chapter… "just one more" before bed… gripping… Highly recommended.’ Readers Retreat ‘This is a fast-paced and gripping thriller… intense…
gripping and left the reader on edge of their seat.’ Goodreads Reviewer ‘Yet another gripping and addictive thriller from an author who never fails to deliver… keeps me
devouring each and every word.’ Goodreads Reviewer ‘Kerry is a brilliant author. This is an utterly addictive psychological thriller that has you glued to the pages. Had me
reading into the early hours.’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars ‘I am a BIG fan of this author. I pounce on every new publication that comes from him and devour it pretty much
straight away… another winner from one of my top five authors.’ Goodreads Reviewer, 5 stars
Two cops...Bibi Ferrer, San Diego homicide, receives a warning: Billionaire Anson Williams, will be done in by his new wife, Alexandra. Despite her best efforts, Bibi fails to
prevent Williams' death. Worse, she can't prove Alexandra is the killer. All she can do is follow Alexandra to her Caribbean lair, the island of St. Bertram.Things are even more
personal for retired Chicago police captain Terry Dunne. His younger brother is killed by a contract assassin. His only clue: The hit-man might have unfinished business waiting
for him on St. Bertram.Two killers . . .Avice Toussaint, formerly Alexandra Williams, isn't every man's idea of a knockoutonly those with a pulse. She's bored with luring wealthy
men to their deaths. Problem is, her father wants her to continue. He's ex-KGB. He kills people who defy him, no exceptions made for family.George Beecher was an SAS
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commando, a master of combat. He was far less suited to following orders. After his court martial and discharge from the military, he continued to do the only thing he knew how:
kill people. This time for money.One plan . . .Bibi and Terry cross paths. Not wanting to alert their prey, they decide to shadow each other's killer. Get the goods on the killers and
see that justice is done.It's a plan...but when do those things ever work out?
'An excellent read! So original and clever . . . Phenomenal.' Claire Douglas, bestselling author of Local Girl Missing and Last Seen Alive When Laura wakes up after her office
drinks party and sees a man’s shirt on her bedroom floor, she is horrified. But this is no ordinary one-night-stand regret. Laura suffers from severe face-blindness, a condition
that means she is completely unable to identify and remember faces. So the man she spent all night dancing with and kissing – the man she thought she’d brought home – was
‘Pink Shirt’. But the shirt on her floor is blue. And now Laura must go to work every day, and face the man who took advantage of her condition. The man she has no way of
recognising. She doesn’t know who he is . . . but when she finds him she’ll make him pay. ***** READERS ARE OBSESSED WITH WHEN I FIND YOU: 'One of those smart,
twisty-turny books that gets the cogs working, and keeps you up late reading' 'The premise and characters are completely different to anything else I've read' 'I read a lot of
psychological thrillers and this one really stands out from the rest' 'Gripping and right up there with the best thrillers in the bookshops' 'A really original and clever story' ***** 'A
clever 'who dunnit' with a twist that almost made me miss my flight.' Jane Corry, bestselling author of My Husband's Wife and The Dead Ex 'A terrifying and disorienting thriller
that will leave you questioning everyone and everything right to the very last page. It's so good that I had to put everything on hold just to finish it.' Nuala Ellwood, acclaimed
author of My Sister's Bones 'When I Find You is a winner. It leads you down blind alleys and in to disorienting situations - I absolutely raced to the end.' T. A. Cotterell, acclaimed
author of What Alice Knew
As a child, I tunneled my way out of a locked shed to survive. And now the secret past I’m so desperate to hide is catching up with me. She is missing, and it’s because of my foolish mistake.
I must save her, no matter the cost. But if I keep digging, do I risk being dragged back into the dark forever? Sitting alone in an exclusive restaurant I stick out like a bruise on the tender white
throat of a lily. And I cannot believe it when, on my way out, I bump into my colleagues having a great time without me. At the center of it all is Celeste Cooper with her shimmering auburn hair
and her billion-watt smile. She’s everything that I am not: fearless, pretty, popular. When she drops her keys, I can’t stop myself. I scoop them up on impulse and hide them in my purse... And
now Celeste is missing. If only I’d called out to her, returned her keys, as I should have. Wracked with guilt, I join the search, determined to make up for my mistake. But I feel I’m being
watched. What if there’s more to Celeste’s disappearance than I know? Could someone from my past still be out there? And if I confront the terrifying truth to save Celeste, will we both
survive? Prepare to be gripped by the pulse-pounding new psychological thriller from USA Today bestselling author Carey Baldwin. Fans of The Wife Between Us, The Girl on the Train and
Gone Girl will be totally addicted to Her First Mistake. What readers are saying about Her First Mistake: “Completely and utterly impossible to put down… gripped me instantly. I have devoured
page after page… This is definitely a book that has sucked me in, taken me on a rollercoaster ride… a must read.” Little Miss Book Lover 87 ????? “Kept me up at night turning the pages. I just
simply couldn’t put it down. It was full of twists and turns. I didn’t see that ending coming at all. And as for the twist at the end??? Wow just wait for it!! Absolutely brilliant and well worth five
stars!” NetGalley reviewer ????? “Wow. What a fantastic book!… I literally couldn’t put it down… kept me hooked throughout.” Goodreads reviewer ????? “Wow! Just Wow! I absolutely loved
this book. It had me gripped right from the flashback at the beginning to the epilogue at the end!” @what_alex_is_reading “A wild ride…I read it straight through and couldn't put it down.”
Goodreads reviewer ????? “I could not put this one down! I finished it in one sitting.” Goodreads reviewer
‘I was on the edge of my seat and through bleary eyes, I read this in one sitting… Make sure you have nothing else on when you start One Mistake as you will not be able to tear yourself away!
You have been warned.’ Once Upon A Time Book Blog ????? My family. Her heart swelled with love. They were all that mattered. And she knew she’d do anything, anything at all for them.
Sara made one promise to herself when she was growing up in foster care: that if she was lucky enough to have a family, she’d always do whatever it took to protect them. Looking around
her home with its cosy kitchen and living room, where her energetic teenage daughters and gorgeous four-year-old son all eat, play and live together, she knows she’d do anything to keep
them safe. So when Sara’s husband Matt loses his job and every shred of his confidence with it, she knows it’s up to her to bring the family back from the brink. Though she doesn’t know
where she can possibly find the money they need to keep afloat. Until her boss at work offers her a deal. He’ll help out. She just has to do him one little favour. But could trusting him save
Sara’s family, or will it be a mistake that costs her absolutely everything? This year’s most gripping psychological thriller – perfect for fans of My Lovely Wife, The Girl on the Train, and
Something in the Water. Readers are loving One Mistake: ‘What a fantastic book! I've never read any of Rona's Halsall's books before and now I know I've really been missing out!… I can't
recommend this book enough. It keeps you thrilled and guessing right to the end, and I couldn't stop reading until I had finished.’ Goodreads Reviewer ????? ‘Kept me on the edge of my
seat… I loved that it kept taking me by surprise, sending my heart and pulse racing. A nail biter of a read where the suspense doesn’t let up. Loved it!’ By the Letter Book Reviews ?????
‘Impossible to put down… a taut, mesmerising story chock-a-block with secrets, lies and deceit… A true masterpiece.’ Brianne’s Book Reviews ????? ‘To describe this book in one word –
brilliant… This book is perfectly written, the story keeps you hooked and needing to know what happens next. The twists and turns were just brilliant!’ Victoria Wilks Writes ????? ‘Now if
you’re after a book that will have you constantly second guessing, this is the one for you… YOU HAVE TO GIVE THIS A GO!… An absolutely fantastic read, full of twists and turns… A definite
must read that is an emotional rollercoaster from beginning to end.’ Goodreads Reviewer ????? ‘Kept me on the edge of my seat all the way through… I loved that it kept taking me by
surprise, sending my heart and pulse racing. A nail biter of a read where the suspense doesn’t let up. Loved it!’ Goodreads Reviewer ????? ‘Wow. I loved this book. Gripped from the very
beginning until the end. So many twists and turns and heart in mouth moments.’ Red Velvet Bookshelf ????? ‘Hooked from the very first page… Instantly sucks you in. I’m still in shock.’
Goodreads Reviewer ????? ‘Please, make sure you have plenty of time once you start reading it, because it's so captivating that you will scarcely be able to put it down!’ B for Bookreview
????? ‘I thought My Lovely Wife was intense, this one was even more… Close to unputdownable. Creepy and twisty.’ Goodreads Reviewer ????? ‘I have not been able to put this one down
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and have devoured this book in just one sitting. It is absolutely fantastic.’ Little Miss Book Lover 87 ????? ‘Thrilled me off my seat!... A heart-stopping thriller… Absolutely enthralling!!’ Book
Reviews by Shalini ?????
If you love Jodi Picoult, look no further than Nicole Trope, who may just be your cup of tea.' The Hoopla All Malia needed was a single litre of milk and now she's surrounded by police and
Zach has disappeared. Detective Ali Greenberg knows that this is not the best case for her, not with her history - but she of all people knows what Malia is going through and what is at stake.
Edna is worried about the new residents at the boarding house. She knows Mary would turn in her grave if she knew the kinds of people her son was letting in. And then there is someone
else. Someone whose heart is broken. Someone who feels she has been unfairly punished for her mistakes. Someone who wants what she can't have. What follows is a heart-stopping game
of cat-and-mouse and a race against the clock. As the hours pass and the day heats up, all hope begins to fade. 'If you're looking for the Australian equivalent of Jodi Picoult, look no further
than Nicole Trope, who is making a name for herself as a writer of provocative family dramas with hard-hitting issues at their core.' Hannah Richell, author of Secrets of the Tides
Over 20,000 words, including the most common words. Definitions explanatory and presented in simple language. Sentences for almost all words to clearly understand the usage of the word.
Parts of speech clearly mentioned
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The first three stories of the USA TODAY bestselling Seasoned Southern Sleuths Mysteries by Kelsey Browning and Nancy Naigle available as a box set! IN FOR A PENNY When Lillian
Summer Fairview’s husband up and dies on her, it leaves the last living member of the most prestigious family in Summer Shoals, Georgia, in a hot money mess. Desperate to keep up the
family name and give the man a decent burial, penniless Lil makes a shady deal that lands her smack-dab in the slammer. Burdened by her shameful secret and a crumbling family estate, Lil
entrusts Summer Haven’s care to her best friend, Maggie, who recruits two more over-fifty ladies to help. But when Maggie discovers that Lil’s restitution is ten times the amount she
“borrowed” from the federal government, she’s convinced Lil has taken the fall for someone else’s crime. Will these gals be able to prove Lil was duped, or will the swindler get away with
hoodwinking a sweet little old lady? COLLARD GREENS & CATFISHING Southern matriarch Lillian Summer Fairview is settling right nice into prison, until Big Martha, the toughest broad on
the cellblock, comes asking for a favor. Her niece has fallen for a guy she met online, and Martha’s convinced Mr. Too-Good-To-Be-True is up to no good. All Lil’s friends have to do is check
out the guy and report back. Already tied up with a cantankerous septic system on Lil’s family estate, the grannies don’t have time for another investigation. If Summer Haven isn’t in
shipshape before the historic society’s inspection, they’ll be in deep you-know-what. But Big Martha is as persuasive as she is tough, and when the gals poke around, they find the guy
doesn’t really exist. Will they be able to track down the elusive Romeo in the scam-filled world of online dating, or will they find themselves in trouble right up to their granny panties?
CHRISTMAS COOKIES & A CONFESSION Sheriff Teague Castro made a mistake ten years ago that cost him the love of his life. But Jenny Northcutt has always been the woman for him,
and he’s ready to do whatever it takes to get a second chance at love. Jenny is a divorced mother, and she has zero time or energy for romance. But her own mother’s recent move is forcing
Jenny to come face-to-face with Teague, the man who destroyed her belief in happily ever. Now, Jenny can’t deny the spark is still alive, but this time more than her heart is at risk. Teague
cooks up a plan to woo Jenny, but a local theft could ruin both the Christmas holiday and his odds of winning her over. Now, with a mysterious crime to solve, Teague must once again keep a
secret from Jenny. Will their painful past repeat itself, or will they get the gift of a second chance at love?

'Beautifully imagined, beautifully written, immediately immersive, and scary as can be.' Lee Child Four strangers are missing. Left at their last-known locations are birthday cards
that read- YOUR GIFT IS THE GAME. DARE TO PLAY? The police aren't worried - it's just a game. But the families are frantic. As psychologist and private detective Dr Augusta
Bloom delves into the lives of the missing people, she finds something that binds them all. And that something makes them very dangerous indeed. As more disappearances are
reported and new birthday cards uncovered, Dr Bloom races to unravel the mystery and find the missing people. But what if, this time, they are the ones she should fear? WHAT
READERS ARE SAYING ABOUT GONE- 'Sensational' ***** 'I will say phenomenal. Although that doesn't cover how good this book is' ***** 'Complete mind-twisting and gripping
suspense' ***** 'I raced through it desperate to get to the end while not wanting it to end' ***** 'What a riveting psychological thriller' ***** 'It is dark, riveting, twisty and cruel' *****
'Wow . . . this book was fabulous' ***** 'Belter of a psychological thriller' ***** 'Please write another novel soon, I need the adrenaline rush' *****
This is a selection of the best plays of Chikamatsu, one of the greatest Japanese dramatists. Master of the marionette and popular dramas, he had, until the publication of this
book, remained unknown to western readers owing to the difficulty of translating the work into English. The introduction provides a comprehensive survey of the history of
Japanese drama which will assist the reader in better understanding the plays.
She rolls over and reaches for her instinctively: her baby. Her hand hits air and flaps redundantly. She stumbles out of bed and switches on the light. But this only confirms it. The
baby is gone. Someone has taken her. Sixteen years ago, Lizzie Armitage woke to find her newborn baby gone. Just days later, Lizzie was dead. Her sister Paula swore she
would do everything she could to find the child. If she hadn’t promised to keep Lizzie’s pregnancy secret, maybe the baby wouldn’t have disappeared. And maybe Lizzie would
still be alive. But, in nearly a decade, Paula’s never found any trace. Until now… When Paula bumps into an old friend from the past, she realises she wasn’t the only one who
knew about her sister’s child. Someone knows what happened that day. Someone knows where Lizzie’s baby went. But can Paula find out the truth before another family is
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ripped apart? A twisty, unputdownable psychological thriller that will you hooked until the last page. Fans of Behind Closed Doors, Friend Request and The Girl on the Train will
love Her Sister’s Child. Why readers love Alison James: ‘Wow what a read!… I was up all night reading this… An absolutely gripping psychological thriller that will keep you
guessing until the last page… Full of mystery and suspense with twists and turns to keep you on your toes, I was completely hooked… Gives you goosebumps.’ Once Upon a
Time Book Blog, ????? ‘WOW!!!!! Hooked from the first page and read this book in one sitting… Full of tension and suspense. A real page turner, a domestic noir but OMG so
much more!!!!!’ Goodreads Reviewer, ????? ‘Absolutely one of the best books I have ever read… Exceptional’ NetGalley Reviewer, ????? ‘An absolutely amazing read… Totally
captivating… This is a truly gripping, intense, exceptionally good novel… Full of suspense, intrigue and twists and turns. An unputdownable read in every single way… One of my
favourite reads this year.’ Goodreads Reviewer, ????? ‘Make sure you have a ton of time on your hands when you finally sit down to read because this book will BLOW YOUR
MIND!’ Goodreads Reviewer, ????? ‘Wow… grabs you from the first page and makes you ignore everything else… fantastic.’ NetGalley Reviewer, ????? NEW BOOK SPECIFIC
QUOTES TO ADD IN: 'Right, where do I start? This book was truly brilliant, I was totally hooked. A highly suspenseful family drama which has twists you just don’t see coming.
Such a fast-paced book, my heart was pounding reading the last two chapters!' Goodreads Reviewer, 5 stars 'I was captivated from the outset and devoured this in only two
days.' NetGalley Reviewer 'Absolutely loved this thrilling psychological thriller! Couldn’t wait to see what would happen next but didn’t want it to end! Was totally enthralled from
start to finish! Would totally recommend this book!' Goodreads Reviewer, 5 stars 'Psychological thriller at its peak. Ok I wasn't expecting it to end in that way... Alison just
punched me to my face with that twist of hers for which her books are known for.' NetGalley Reviewer, 5 stars
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How well do you know your husband? When Alice Gill sees the little blue line, it’s the happiest moment of her life. But her whole world is turned upside down when the police
knock at her door minutes later… Her husband, Dominic, is dead. Distraught, Alice goes to identify the body. It’s him. Yet when Dominic’s estranged brother comes to view the
coffin, he insists the man lying there is not Dominic Gill. So who is the man Alison married? And will his secrets put her life in danger too? An absolutely gripping psychological
thriller that will keep you guessing until the last page. If you love Behind Closed Doors, My Lovely Wife and Friend Request, you’ll be hooked on The Man She Married. What
readers are saying about The Man She Married: ‘Make sure you have a ton of time on your hands when you finally sit down to read because this book will BLOW YOUR MIND!’
Goodreads Reviewer, 5 stars ‘Alison uses such vivid and powerful descriptions that I felt as though I was part of the story myself… I was gripped from start to finish and on the
edge of my seat throughout the story.’ Ginger Book Geek, 5 stars ‘Wow… grabs you from the first page and makes you ignore everything else… fantastic.’ NetGalley Reviewer, 5
stars Totally gripping and addictive, this is definitely one of the best psychological thrillers I’ve ever read. Such a clever plot, and excellent characters, it will completely pull you in
and not let you go until the end.’ Sibzzreads ‘I could not put this down, it had me gripped all the way through and when I thought I had it figured; bam; the author threw another
curve ball in!’ Goodreads Reviewer, 5 stars ‘Wow what a read!... The Man She Married takes you hostage right from the start and keeps a hold of you till the end.’ Once Upon a
Time Book Blog, 5 stars ‘A MUST READ, this book is crying out to be made into a film. A very happy reader and definitely left me wanting more.’ Goodreads Reviewer, 5 stars
‘Could hardly but this book down, read it in a few hours. So many twists and turns, kept me guessing all the way through!’ Netgalley Reviewer, 5 stars ‘This was a great,
gripping, fast-paced story which will definitely keep you hooked until the last page. Highly recommended!!’ Stardust Book Reviews, 5 stars ‘Had me firmly in its grasp from the
very first page. The twists just kept coming, and I tore through this one at warp speed in a desperate bid to unravel it all.’ Goodreads Reviewer, 5 stars ‘What a brilliant book! I
loved this from start to finish… I was completely swept up in the story and characters the whole way through.’ LoopyLouLaura ‘A fantastic thriller that will have you at the edge of
your seat… I couldn't put this book down… The author fully deserves all 5 stars and if I could give more I would.’ Netgalley Reviewer, 5 stars 'This book is wonderfully addictive. It
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dark and jam packed with twists and turns. I honestly enjoyed every single page.’ Netgalley Reviewer, 5 stars ‘Oh my gosh this story kept me up, to finish it! What a suspenseful
book, this story kept me trying to figure it out until the very end.’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars ‘This is absolutely one of the best books I have ever read… Exceptional.’ Netgalley
Reviewer, 5 stars ‘A definite contender for my favourite read of the year… I’m now rather disappointed that it’s over!’ Goodreads Reviewer, 5 stars
CLUB TWISTED is one twisted book. With hard hitting stories ranging from, Crime Fiction, Thriller Suspense to Horror. With stories that pack punches and twists, with a special
surprise in four of them, and in places you won’t imagine. RADIO SMOKE: ‘The naked branches on the trees moved like giant spider legs as the wind blew them, and the birds
in those trees sung weary songs, and the crickets on the ground were starting their chirping for the evening. Everything gave the impression that the world was the same; nothing
around her had changed. But she definitely had.’ ECHOES: ‘The elevator arrived, giving them both a start as it made a crunching sound when it stopped. As the elevator doors
opened they heard a noise, a distant noise, like the sound of a speeding train getting nearer. It came closer and closer and was almost on top of them, when a pair of terrifying
and ear piercing female screams joined in with the rushing sound, making the most macabre noise the women had ever heard. They joined hands and moved a step back away
from the elevator’s open doors.’ THE LIGHTER: ‘Eddie was now all secure and taped to a chair; Dean looked down at him, and thought about what he had in store for him, and
what he would lose if he was caught. Dismissing the latter, he thought, Fuck it. And stuffed an old rag into Eddie’s mouth then wrapped the tape tight around his head. Then he
snipped the lock on the shed door so they wouldn’t be disturbed.’
Phoebe. Tiffany. Melissa. They all made one little mistake... When twenty-five-year-old Phoebe Stiles opens the door to her perfect apartment she doesn't realise it's the mistake that will kill her... The body of
the beautiful English girl is discovered months later - dumped behind the back of a department store. But who was the stranger she let into the safety of her home? As Detective Rachel Prince pieces together
the mystery surrounding Phoebe's death, another young, blonde girl is found brutally murdered and abandoned in the grounds of an old theatre. In the most dangerous case of her career, Rachel must track
down the faceless individual to stop the body count rising. But to uncover the shocking truth, Rachel has to put herself at risk... can she catch the twisted killer, before they catch her? A gripping page-turner
that will have you completely hooked until the utterly jaw-dropping twist. Fans of Angela Marsons, Peter James and Karin Slaughter will love this crime series, featuring unforgettable Detective Rachel Prince.
Why readers are gripped by Perfect Girls: 'Hands down one of the best thrillers I've read all year! It was so full of mystery and suspense!! Lots of twists and turns! I loved it!!' Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars 'Full
of suspense, it was gritty and you didn't know what was coming next... had a hard time putting it down and read late into the night and finished it in a day... you really don't want to miss this one it's one of my
favourites so far of 2018!' Bonnie's Book Talk, 5 stars 'A gripping page-turner that will have you hooked until the twist at the end. I stayed up late just to be able to finish it.... I found myself on the edge of my
seat from start to finish. It was just that good! Goodreads reviewer 'So gripping you forget about everything else around you.' Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars 'WOW... a brilliant book... an excellent read...
gripping...' Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars 'Chilling... kept me glued to the pages... highly recommend the series to any fans of this genre.'The Book Nurse, 5 stars 'Brilliant... I was gripped from the start.... a
heart-stopping conclusion... captivating and enthralling.' Goodreads Reviewer, 5 stars 'My fav detective in a series, I love her attitude and the way she tackles cases 'head on' and never lets anything stop her
until the case is solved... an exciting tense story...' Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars
From the bestselling author of Anatomy of a Scandal - a new thought-provoking novel exploring the complexity of motherhood and all that connects and disconnects us. You think you know her... But look a
little closer She is a stay-at-home mother-of-three with boundless reserves of patience, energy and love. After being friends for a decade, this is how Liz sees Jess. Then one moment changes everything.
Dark thoughts and carefully guarded secrets surface - and Liz is left questioning everything she thought she knew about her friend, and about herself. Praise for Little Disasters: ''A deep dive into the dark side
of motherhood. Highly recommended'' Erin Kelly, author of He Said/She Said ''Compelling, beautifully written, so perceptive and emotionally devastating. Like Anatomy of a Scandal, it feels like an important
book as well as a brilliant read'' Lucy Foley, author of The Hunting Party ''Sarah Vaughan turns her pin-sharp attentions to the blame game that is early parenthood, raising the stakes to truly fearful levels.
This tense, absorbing read will have parents - in fact, all readers - turning the pages deep into the night'' Louise Candlish, author of Those People ''Little Disasters takes on another topical and emotive issue
with the same skill and command Vaughan showed in Anatomy of a Scandal'' Cara Hunter, author of All The Rage ''An emotionally terrifying story. Sarah has impressively created characters whose pain and
fear is all too real. I could not put this book down'' Heidi Parks, author of Now You See Her ''Vaughan explores the darker impulses of motherhood - the fear, fury and despair; the frantic juggling, loss of
control and exhaustion - and of course the overwhelming love. Refreshingly assured and punchy writing that is sure to hit a nerve'' Lucy Atkins, author of Magpie Lane ''A brilliant storyteller, Vaughan serves
up every mother''s nightmare with consummate skill and a big heart. Clever. Totally compelling. Impossible to put down'' Eve Chase, author of Black Rabbit Hall ''I loved it and didn''t want to put it down. So,
so good on motherhood and friendship'' Laura Marshall, author of Friend Request ''I read this with a fascinated, mounting sense of horror because it could all be too true. Compulsive reading with an ending I
didn''t see coming'' Jane Corry, author of I Looked Away ''A true psychological thriller shows us, as all the best ones do, that the scariest place is not the dark alleyway but inside the pathways of our own
minds. Compelling... and important'' Araminta Hall, author of Our Kind of Cruelty ''An immaculately researched and compelling story about the devastating fall out from one mistake'' Jane Shemilt, author of
The Playground ''Each character is brilliantly drawn, and the book delivers surprise after surprise'' Claire Fuller, author of Bitter Orange ''Absolutely brilliant; an emotionally devastating story, brave and honest''
Emma Curtis, author of One Little Mistake ''Sarah''s writing is so impressive and skilful - the book is gripping, meticulous, and touches the raw nerves of parenthood'' Terry Stiastny, author of Conflicts of
Interest ''A fabulous twisty look at early motherhood and friendships. Domestic noir and psyche thriller, it''s brave and brilliant'' Fionnuala Kearney, author of The Book of Love ''Sarah Vaughan manages to hit
that rare sweet spot between satisfying, literary writing and a plot that grips you by the throat. Little Disasters is every bit as brilliant as Anatomy of a Scandal. Superb'' Cass Green, author of The Killer Inside
''An emotionally intelligent and beautifully written thriller that oozes with tension. Just when I thought I had things figured out, Sarah throws us a curveball which turns everything on its head. Rich and
authentic, this is a truly remarkable book'' Claire Douglas, author of Then She Vanishes ''Sarah Vaughan delivers another masterful page-turner, this time tackling early motherhood at its least joyful. As with
Anatomy of a Scandal, she writes with intelligence and compassion; the result is a truly gripping read'' Catherine Isaac, author of Messy, Wonderful Us
'A dark page-turning debut of friendship, deceit and lies' Woman & Home 'A compelling page-turner which kept me reading well into the night' Jane Corry, author of My Husband's Wife YOU TRUSTED YOUR
BEST FRIEND . . . YOU SHOULDN'T HAVE. Vicky Seagrave is blessed: three beautiful children, a successful, doting husband, great friends and a job she loves. She should be perfectly happy. When she
makes a split-second decision that risks everything she holds dear, there's only person she trusts enough to turn to. But Vicky is about to learn that one mistake is all it takes; that if you're careless with those
you love, you don't deserve to keep them . . . Readers are obsessed with One Little Mistake ***** 'Fast paced story with a shocking to the core ending!' ***** 'Kept me hooked right up until the very last word.'
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***** 'Full of twists and turns, keeps you guessing to the end.'
Trying to make sense of the horrors of World War II, Death relates the story of Liesel--a young German girl whose book-stealing and story-telling talents help sustain her family and the Jewish man they are
hiding, as well as their neighbors.
‘Oh. My. God… I am all tingly inside, filled with excitement of this fast paced, suspenseful, a minute a twist thriller… I had to scream out loud when I finished the book… It took me on a dizzying ride, a perfect
roller coaster. I started seeing twists and red herrings in every scene.’ Book Reviews by Shalini, 5 stars I’m Lucy, and I have a secret. I have a beautiful home, that I’m desperate to escape. But that’s not
my secret. I tell my friends I’ve never wanted children, when I always have. But that’s not my secret. My husband is a celebrated surgeon, who tries to control me. But that’s not my secret. Adele knows.
Once upon a time, I knew everything about her and she knew everything about me. Best friends forever. But now our secret is beginning to surface. I can trust her more than anyone. We made a pact. And
she’s never do anything to hurt me. Would she? This absolutely gripping psychological thriller will have you forgetting everything until the last shocking twist. Fans of Behind Closed Doors, Friend Request,
and The Girl on the Train will be hooked. Why readers are gripped by The School Friend: ‘I was hooked… I stayed awake all night and read from start to finish. The twist and turns are absolutely amazing…
Really kept you on the edge of your seat. No way despite how tired I become could I stop reading.’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars ‘Wow! What a book!... I mean...Well...just Wow!... An outstanding
representation of its genre… Will have the reader on a roller coaster of emotions. It’ll take you on a journey that will linger with you long after the story ends… Honestly, just a brilliant all round novel!’
Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars ‘Wow, just wow!!! What a rollercoaster of a read!!! This was a truly brilliant book. Full of twists and turns!! My heart was in my mouth all the time, expecting the unexpected to
happen any second!!’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars ‘Wow!!!... There were so many twists by the end that you were glued to the pages as you never knew what was coming next.’ Blue Moon Blogger, 5 stars
‘This book had me eagerly turning the pages. I HAD to know what was going to happen next and I was never disappointed… I love a book I can’t put down until I’m done and I would definitely recommend
this book for fans of non-stop twists and turns.’ Goodreads reviewer ‘A gripping thriller with never-ending twists thrown in. Just when I thought there couldn't possibly be another, one popped up… I gasped
with delight and shock! I flew through this book in delight and loved every page.’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars 'A brilliant read! An extraordinary read! The characters are well depicted...MUST READ for the
summer!... a twisty read with many surprises along the way!' Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars 'This throws you into the action from the very first page and doesn’t let up until the very last. This is one exceptional
book that will keep you up late until the night.' Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars ‘This was a GREAT read. Captivating Thriller, filled with twists and turns… Kept me guessing till the last page.’ Goodreads
reviewer, 5 stars ‘Exciting and full of thrills and spills and it’s totally addictive as well. It held my attention from the very first chapter, but I could never in my wildest dreams have imagined what a truly
shocking and unexpected ending the story would reveal.’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars ‘A fast-paced, riveting domestic thriller that had me glued to the edge of my seat for the duration. A brilliant read, this
one has me clamouring to devour more from the talented Ms James. I could not put this down… This is a gritty, gripping thrill ride of a read that will have you guessing until the final page.’ Goodreads
reviewer, 5 stars
'Clever. Compulsive. Deliciously creepy. Invite me in? Yes, please. I didn't want to leave.' Jane Corry, author of MY HUSBAND'S WIFE To those who think they know her, Eliza Curran has it all: two healthy
children, a stunning home and a wealthy, adoring husband. No one would guess the reality of her life: trapped in an unhappy marriage to a controlling man, she longs for a way out. When she takes on a new
tenant, her life changes unexpectedly. Dan Jones is charming and perceptive, and quickly becomes a close friend to the whole family. But Dan's arrival threatens to tip Eliza's fragile world out of balance. And
when someone has as many secrets as Eliza does, the smallest slip could destroy everything . . . 'Incredibly tense and gripping, Invite Me In kept me guessing right til the end' Laura Marshall, author of
FRIEND REQUEST 'Invite Me In is a masterclass in building suspense' Trisha Sakhlecha, author of CAN YOU SEE ME NOW 'Curtis teases the reader forward, making them guess and second-guess, and
guess again - by the last third, I was biting my nails' S. E. Lynes, author of THE HOUSEWARMING
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